Physical implementation of scalable quantum architectures faces an immense challenge in form of fragile quantum states. To overcome it, quantum architectures with fault tolerance is desirable. This is achieved currently by using surface code along with a transversal gate set. This dictates the need for decomposition of universal Multi Control Toffoli (MCT) gates using a transversal gate set. Additionally, the transversal non-Clifford phase gate incurs high latency which makes it an important factor to consider during decomposition. Besides, the decomposition of large Multicontrol Toffoli (MCT) gate without ancilla presents an additional hurdle. In this manuscript, we address both of these issues by introducing Clifford+ZN gate library. We present an ancilla free decomposition of MCT gates with linear phase depth and quadratic phase count. Furthermore, we provide a technique for decomposition of MCT gates in unit phase depth using the Clifford+ZN library, albeit at the cost of ancillary lines and quadratic phase count.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computing brings forth the promise of quantum supremacy, which states that for certain classes of problems the efficiency of quantum computer cannot ever be matched by a classical computer [1, 2] . However, practical realization of quantum computer is immensely challenging as quantum circuit does not allow fan-out and direct feedback due to limitation posed by the nocloning theorem [3] . Besides, the physical hardware realizing quantum computing is highly susceptible towards external noise, which corrupts the information being processed [4] .
Quantum states are fragile with low coherence time that makes it difficult to keep the coherent superposition of quantum information state (qubit) intact [5] . This drives the need for fault tolerant circuits. Fault tolerant quantum circuit can be realized by encoding quantum states using quantum error correction code (QECC) of which surface code is the most promising one. The key objective of QECC is to prevent propagation of errors within the encoded blocks. This permits each small error to be dealt independently with block-wise separation in order to hold the gate error-rate within the threshold limits [6] . To accomplish this, the universal set of Clifford+T-group of gates consisting of H-gate, CNOTgate, phase (S-gate) and non-Clifford phase gate (Tgate), is used. Surface code along with Clifford+T-group, has become the de-facto technology in the field of design and implementation of fault-tolerant quantum circuits [7] .
The n-qubit Multi-Controlled Toffoli (MCT) gate plays pivotal role in the implementation of quantum algorithms [8] . Barrenco et al. presented an ancilla-free technique for the decomposition of the MCT-gate into * debjyoti001@ntu.edu.sg set of roots of Pauli's X in exponential depth using [9, Lemma 7 .1], with help of ancilla inputs in polynomial depth [9, and also in quadratic depth [9, Lemma 7.6 ]. Saeedi et al. has presented a linear depth ancilla-free decomposition of MCT gate using rotationbased gate (R θ ) [10] . In fact, the decomposition approaches presented in the literature so far are unable to protect threshold limit of QECC due to lack of transversal gates in the design approach. However, transversal gate is necessary to achieve large scale fault-tolerant [11] as, the threshold limit of most promising surface code is only 0.57% per physical qubit and 0.75% per operation [12] . Decomposition of Toffoli gate(s) with more than two control bit into the Clifford+T -group without ancilla is challenging. This is one of the key challenges that we address in this paper. To address this problem, the existing universal transversal gate set, namely the Clifford+T , should be re-defined that would allow decomposition of n-MCT gate without any ancillary line.
Low qubit coherence time, high latency of phase gates and high gate error rate limits the depth of the circuit especially in phase-depth of the quantum circuit [13] . Shallow quantum circuits plays an important role in the implementation of larger quantum algorithms [14] . This makes the decomposition of n-MCT into a constant phase-depth based quantum circuit crucial. This is the second challenge we address in this paper.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows.
• A new universal quantum gate library (Clifford+Z N ) is constituted by inclusion of N th root of Pauli's Z -gate into existing popular Clifford+T -group.
• A linear phase-depth ancilla-free decomposition technique of n-MCT gate has been developed using the proposed Clifford+Z N universal quantum gate library.
• A constant unit phase depth decomposition of n- 
MCT using additional ancillary input lines has been developed.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, the preliminaries related to quantum gates are presented. Section III presents our proposed solution to decompose n-MCT with linear phase count. Section IV presents the decomposition method to achieve unit phase depth realization of n-MCT gate, followed by a brief summary of existing results in Section V. Section VI briefly concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the preliminaries of quantum gates and their associated properties. Table. I presents some important primitive quantum gates.
Definition II.1 (n-MCT gate). A n-MCT gate consists of n − 1 control lines [c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n−1 ] and a single target line t. The state of the target line changes based on the value of the control inputs.
Definition II.2 (n-MCZ gate). A n-MCZ gate is a conditional sign gate that changes the sign of the target line t with respect to the state of the all control lines and shifts the phase of the quantum states by an angle of π-degrees in Z-direction when all the n − 1 control bits are 1, as described in equation (2) .
In general, we denote a gate G with k-control lines as C k (G). For example, a two control Z gate would be denoted as C 2 (Z).
Definition II.3 (Pauli-gate). The Pauli-gates are a set of three 2x2 complex matrices which are Hermitian and unitary and takes into account the interaction of the spin of a particle with an external electromagnetic field. X, Y , and Z represents Pauli's operator in x-axis, y-axis and z-axis. The I represents Identity matrices.
Definition II.4 (Transversal gate). Transversal gates operate bit-wise within encoded block of QECC and can interact with the corresponding qubit, either in another block or in a specialized ancilla.
Definition II.5 (Clifford group). The Clifford group is a set of special kind of quantum gates (G) which satisfies
where P represents Pauli-gate and P ∈ {I, X, Y, Z}. †represents the self inverse of a gate. The Clifford group is composed with H gate, Pauli's matrices {X, Y, Z} and S gate along with CNOT gate.
Each logical gate in Clifford group (NOT, CNOT, H, Z, X, Y and S) is transversal. Transversal operators do not propagate errors between the lines within the same encoded block of QECC. Any quantum circuit built over only transversal gates are inherently fault tolerant [15] . Definition II.6. Z N defines a non-Clifford quantum operator, that represents N th root of Pauli-Z gate, i.e.,
Z, where N = 2 n and n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
For fault tolerant quantum computation, a pure magical Z N -state has to be generated. The concept of magic state distillation is related to the subject of noise. Magic state distillation yields a pure quantum state with the required fidelity. It is stated that each distillation level requires (4N − 1) number of input states to produce a single pure magical output state [16, 17] . Roots of the 
The functionality of both T -gate and Z N gate are analogous. These gates are used to flip the phase of the qubit in Z-direction. On application of T -gate, the phase of the qubit flips by an angle of π 4 ; whereas Z N -gate flips the phase by an angle π N . In particular for N=4, Z N = T . Therefore, we estimate the performance of the quantum circuit in terms of both phase-count and phase-depth (comparable to T-count and T-depth), as non-Clifford phase gate (Z N ) has high distillation cost and high execution time [18, 19] .
Definition II.7 (Phase-count). The minimum number of unitary phase gates (Z N )used in the design of quantum circuit is defined as the phase count.
Definition II.8 (Phase-depth). Phase depth is the minimum number of cycles required to execute all the Z N gates.
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
This section provides a new technique for decomposition of n-MCT using the Clifford+Z N -group, introduced in the next subsection.
A. Delineation of Clifford+ZN-group
We introduce a super set of the fault-tolerant Clifford+T -group, defined as the Clifford+Z N group.
Definition
III.1 (Clifford+Z N group). The Clifford+Z n group is a fault tolerant quantum gate library consisting of Hadamard gate H, phase gate S, controlled not CNOT, T-gate and Z N -gate, where Z N represents N th root of Pauli's Z-gate.
The Clifford+Z N group is identical to the Clifford+T group for N = 4. We envision the Clifford+Z N as the
and Toffoli gates.
Circuit obtained by the decomposition of C 2 (Z) and Toffoli gates in Fig. 2 into C 1 (Z 4 ) and CNOT gates.
defacto fault tolerant quantum gate library, since this library offers the possibility of ancilla-free fault-tolerant decomposition of n-MCT. In the next subsection, we present the decomposition of a 4-MCT gate using the Clifford+Z n group.
B. Decomposition of a 4-MCT using Clifford+Zn group
Before presenting the general method to decompose n-MCT gate, we demonstrate the decomposition of 4-MCT gate, presented in Fig. 1 , into fault-tolerant structure using the newly proposed Clifford+Z N group. The entire procedure comprises of four steps.
Step 1. The 4-MCT is decomposed into a pair of H gates and 4-MCZ gate, as shown in Fig. 1b [9] . The result of this decomposition results in a multi-control Zgate, which can be further decomposed into root of Z-gates with lower number of controls.
Step 2. The 4-MCZ gate obtained at the end of step 1 has three control lines. The three control lines are split into two different set of control line -the control line (c 3 ) represents one set and remaining two control lines (c 1 , c 2 ) belong to a separate set. Now, 4-MCZ gate can be decomposed into the second root of Z-gate; where Z = S 2 = Z 2 2 . The resulting decomposition structure is presented in Fig. 2 .
Step 3. Fig. 2 is composed of C 2 (Z 2 ) gates, Toffoli gates, alongside one qubit and two qubit quantum gates. The C 2 (Z 2 ) and Toffoli gate are decomposed further using step 1 and 2, recursively till the circuit comprises of 1 or 2 qubit quantum phase gates, Hgate and CNOT-gates only. The resulting circuit after decomposition of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3 .
Step 4. The decomposed circuit in Fig. 2 consists of single control phase gates. To achieve fault tolerance, the
Fault tolerant circuit for 4-MCT gate, using the proposed Clifford+Z N group.
Decomposition of controlled phase gate into equivalent fault tolerant circuit [20] .
Decomposition of n-MCT gate using n-MCZ gate and two H gates.
single control phase gates must be decomposed into control-free phase gates. Each 2-qubit phase gate is therefore decomposed using transversal CNOTgate and control-free phase gate using the technique shown in Fig. 5 .
Subsequently, two optimization rules are applied to the circuit in order to achieve low phase-count and phasedepth. Two adjacent gates which are self inverse to each other, are removed as their net effect is identity. The phase gates are free to be switched over control line whereas there is conditional restriction for switching over target line. On a target line, the phase-gate can not be switched across any single CNOT-gate but, can switch across two successive CNOT gates with common control input. This approach is used to increase the parallelism of phase gates are carried to lower phase depth. The final fault tolerant decomposition of 4-MCT is presented in Fig 4. The decomposed fault-tolerant circuit corresponding to 4-MCT has a phase count of 20 with phase depth of 7. In the next section, we present the fault-tolerant decomposition of n-MCT using the Clifford+Z N group, for any n ≥ 4.
C. Decomposition of n-MCT using Clifford+ZN group
For any arbitrary n (n ≥ 4), we present a method for decomposition n-MCT gate using Clifford+Z N -group. In the first step, the n-MCT gate is translated into the form of Pauli's Z-gate through Jacobi method which needs a pair of H-gates, as shown in Fig. 6b [9] . The n-MCZ gate is decomposed into a set of single control phase gates and k-MCT gates, where k < n, as shown in Fig. 7 . These two steps are recursively applied to the present k-MCT gates (k > 2) to decompose them into a set of single control phase gates and CNOT gates. The result of the decomposition is depicted in Fig. 8 . In the final step, each single control phase gate is replaced by the equivalent fault tolerant circuit, using the method shown in Fig. 5 . The final decomposed circuit is shown in Fig. 9 .
We establish the correctness of the decomposition using the proposed method. For ease of reading, the decomposed n-MCT circuit has been split into three parts P 1 , P 2 and P 3 , as shown in Fig. 9 .
Case 1: All control lines are set to 0, i.e., c i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
From Fig. 7 , it can be observed that all the conditional phase gates, CNOT-gates and k-MCT gates (k < n) are disabled. Subsequently, the net effect of a pair of H-gates is identity. Therefore, the value of the target qubit does not change.
Case 2: One or more control lines (c i ) are assigned 0, whereas the remaining control lines are set to 1.
In this condition, all the MCT-gates as well as conditional gates associated with control lines c i will be disabled. As a result, the conditional gates followed by these disabled MCT-gates remain active but get canceled by opposite polarity active conditional gate associated with control bits other than c i . Therefore, there is no effect on the target qubit under these settings of the control lines.
Case 3: All the control lines are set to 1.
In Fig. 7 , each of the right most conditional phase gates over target line, followed by the k-MCT gates (k < n) are disabled. However, all the conditional phase gates that independent to all these k-MCT gates are enabled. The overall effect can
FIG. 7:
Decomposition of n-MCT circuit in Fig. 6b into single control phase gates, k-MCT gates (k < n) and Hadamard gates.
FIG. 8: Equivalent circuit of n-MCT gate consisting of single control phase gates, CNOT and Hadamard gates.
be expressed as product of Z 2 .Z 4 . . . Z 2 n−2 , which can be summarized as a geometric progression.
Therefore, the overall effect of all the conditional gates acting over target line is equivalent to n − 1-controlled Pauli's Z-gate, i.e., n-MCZ gate. The overall effect due to phase changes of Z N -gates within a pair of H-gate which lies over target line in Fig. 7 is same as n-MCT gate.
Theorem III.1. For n ≥ 4, an n-MCT gate can be exactly decomposed over Clifford+Z N -group without any ancilla.
Proof. The proof follows from the construction presented above.
D. Analysis of the phase count
Theorem III.2. For n ≥ 4, an n-MCT gate can be realized using Clifford+Z N library with O(n 2 ) phase count without any ancilla.
Proof. To find phase count of the decomposed circuit in Fig. 9 , we compute the phase count of each block in Fig. 9 and finally sum up the individual phase counts for the entire circuit. In Fig. 9 , some phase gates in each block of Fig. 9 are movable while other phase gates are immovable, i.e., they are shielded by a pair of CNOT gates. Phase count of Fig. 9a : Observing the circuit from the input side, the number of Z N -gates that are movable are placed in two stacks. The left most stack has (n−1) number switchable Z N -gates whereas second stack contains (n − 4) number of Z N -gates as the uppermost and bottom two lines do not contain any Z N -gate. So, (2n − 5) Z N -gates are present in these two stacks. Furthermore, there are (n − 1) stacks of Z N gates boxed between a pair of CNOT gates. The number of gates in each stack decrements by 1 from n Z N gates to two Z N gates in the last stack. Therefore, the total number of Z N -gates can be computed as an arithmetic progression series with a = 2 and d = 1.
The overall phase count ZC(9a) for the circuit in Fig. 9a H
n-MCT gate decomposed into Clifford+Z N -based fault tolerant circuit. The overall circuit is shown in three subfigures.
is given by Fig. 9b : The Z N gates are in the form of an inverted pyramid structure. The count of phase gates in the Z N gate stacks increases from left to the mid position and then decreases. In the first half, the count of phase gates starts from 3 number and increases till (n−1) gates, contributing ( For the second half, the count of phase gate starts from (n − 3) and decreases to 2, which adds phase count of n 2 2 − 5n 2 + 2. Therefore, the phase count ZC(9b) for the circuit in Fig. 9b is given by
Phase count of Fig. 9c : Similar to the previous two sub-circuits, the Z N -gates are placed in two ways i.e. movable and immovable. There are three stacks of movable Z N -gates -the first stack has n − 3 gates, the second stack has (n − 5) gates and the third one has a single Z N gate. Thus, the number of movable Z N -gates in this sub-circuit is (2n − 7). On other hand, this sub-circuit contains stack of immovable Z N -gates starting with 3 Z N gates and increasing till n − 1 gates and there is an additional immovable Z N gate. Thus, the number of immovable Z N gates is
The phase count ZC(9c) for the circuit in Fig. 9c is
Phase count of n-MCT: By summing up the phase count of the individual subcircuits in Fig. 9 , we obtain the phase count ZC(n-MCT) of the Clifford+Z n fault tolerant realization of n-MCT gate.
E. Analysis of phase depth Theorem III.3. An n-MCT gate can be decomposed with O(n) phase depth over Clifford+Z N -group without any ancilla.
Proof. We use an approach similar to the proof of theorem III.2 to prove this theorem. Phase depth of Fig. 9a : There are two stacks of movable type of Z N -gates, that require two cycles for execution. On other hand, the immovable Z N -gates are placed in (n − 1) stacks, that would require (n − 1) cycles for execution. So, the phase depth ZD(9a) of the Fig. 9a is computed as follows.
Phase depth of Fig. 9b : In Fig. 9b , there are (n − 3) stacks with increasing number of Z N gates and (n − 4) stacks with decreasing number of Z N gates. Therefore, the phase depth ZD(9b) of Fig. 9b is given by :
Phase depth of Fig. 9c : There are (n − 2) stacks of immovable Z N gates. One movable Z N gate can be executed in parallel with either stack of immovable Z N gates and hence this does not contribute to additional phase depth. In addition, there are two remaining stacks of movable Z N gates, with all gates in each stack being executed in parallel. Thus, the phase depth ZD(9c) of this sub-circuit is given by :
Phase depth of n-MCT: The phase depth ZD(n-MCT) of the proposed decomposition of n-MCT gate using Clifford+Z N library as shown in Fig. 9 is computed as follows.
IV. DESIGN OF UNIT PHASE DEPTH BASED STRUCTURE FOR n-MCT GATE Quantum circuits with low phase depth are important [14] . In this regard, we present a unit phase depth decomposition of n-MCT gate, at the cost of additional ancillary lines.
Theorem IV.1. For any n ≥ 4, an n-MCT gate can be simulated by Clifford+Z N -group in unit phase depth, at the cost of O(2 n ) phase count and O(2 n ) ancilla lines.
Proof. Prior to verifying this theorem, we provide the mathematical representation of two circuit structures, as shown in Fig. 11 . Without loss of generality, we provide a constructive proof for realizing a unit phase depth fault tolerant circuit for 4-MCT. The relation between input and output qubits of the 4-MCT gate is based on Kronecker product of unitary matrix, as shown in (15) .
where t out = t in ⊕ c 1 c 2 c 3 and t in = t. We consider the decomposition of 4-MCT into pair of H gates and 4-MCZ gate as shown in Fig. 6b and then proceed to decompose the 4-MCZ gate into a circuit with control free phase gates with unit phase depth. For simplicity of representation, we consider a, b, c, d as inputs and p, q, r, s as outputs of the 4-MCZ gate. The relationship between the input and the outputs can be expressed by (16) .
To decompose unitary operators multiple control inputs in terms of elementary gates, the exponentiation of the minterm (8abcd) has to be decomposed into exponentiation of single qubit variables. This is achieved by the modulo-2 inclusion and exclusion rule [21] . + and − symbols represent the usual arithmetic operator while ⊕ represents XOR.
Substituting (17) in (16), we get the control free phase get decomposition for 4-MCZ gate.
FIG. 10:
Fault tolerant unit phase depth decomposition of 4-MCT gate using Clifford+Z N library. The circuit corresponding to (18) can be be obtained by using expanding the expression similar to the technique presented in Fig. 11 , with the ancillary inputs initialized to |0 . Fig. 10 presents the equivalent quantum circuit of Fig. 1 in the form of transversal primitive unitary operators with unit phase-depth. It is straightforward to extend the proposed approach for n-MCT gate, given any arbitrary n ≥ 4.
In Fig. 10 , all the phase gates can be executed in one cycle which implies that the constructed fault-tolerant circuit has unit phase depth.
Analysis of phase count:
The decomposition of 4-MCT in Fig. 10 has 8 Z 8 -gates (2 3 −1) and equal number of Z † 8 gates. We can infer the phase count by extrapolating the proposed decomposition approach. For any arbitrary n ≥ 4, the phase count of the circuit is equal to (2 n − 1).
Analysis of ancilla count:
The unit phase depth of the decomposed circuit is feasible due to parallel operations of all the 15 phase gates, thereby incurring the need for additional 11 ((2 4 −4 − 1)) ancillary lines. For decomposing n-MCT circuit using Clifford+Z N library with unit phase depth, (2 n − n − 1) ancillary lines are required.
V. RELATED WORKS
The idea of decomposition of n-MCT gates into cascade of Toffolli gates, using ancillary lines was proposed by Barrenco et al. [9] . Furthermore, a decomposition technique for Toffoli gate into fault-tolerant NCV quantum gate library was proposed as well. The NCV quantum gate library consists of NOT, CNOT , CV and CV † gates. Based on [9, ], a novel decomposition approach using NCV gate library was reported in [8] . Maslov et. al proposed the decomposition of n-MCT gate using Peres gates, in the presence of ancillary inputs [22] to reduce the quantum costs. Abdessaied et al. proposed Clifford+T -based decomposition of n-MCT gate using a single ancillary line, where the T -depth of the decomposed circuit is equal to 8(c − 2), where c is the number of control lines (c ≥ 5) [23] . In [10] , the decomposition approach for n-MCT gates was proposed using controlled rotation gate, in linear depth using no ancillary lines [10] . However, these approaches do not provide fault tolerant decomposition of n-MCT, except [23] . However, the approach proposed in [23] uses an ancilla input. Therefore, these approaches cannot by directly compared to the work proposed in this work. Our approach realizes n-MCT gate with phase depth roughly 50% of the proposed approach in [23] , without using any ancillary inputs.
VI. CONCLUSION
Universal fault-tolerant quantum computation needs error-free operations consisting of long sequence of transversal primitive operators. As conditional Toffoli gates form the building block for quantum algorithms, it is important to decompose these gates into a fault tolerant structure.
To achieve this goal, we have proposed a new fault tolerant quantum gate library, namely the Clifford+Z N library. Using the proposed library, we have presented a novel ancilla free decomposition algorithm for n-MCT into fault tolerant circuit with linear phase depth using Clifford+Z N library.
Due to the low coherence time, it is necessary to run all operations prior to qubit decoherence. This entails the need for quantum circuits with low phase depth, as the phase depth determines the latency of the circuit. We have proposed a novel approach to decompose n-MCT into a fault-tolerant circuit with unit phase depth. This approach allows the phase depth of the proposed fault tolerant circuit to remain constant, invariant of the number of control lines in the MCT gate. The proposed approach paves a path for scalable shallow phase depth circuit construction to realize quantum algorithms.
